Nautilus Technology Limited
Quantitative Trading Firm
About us

*Nautilus Technology Limited* is a quantitative proprietary trading firm headquartered in Hong Kong, focusing on equity, equity derivatives and commodity futures.

Founded in 2015, Nautilus grows rapidly as a young and ambitious innovator in quantitative trading field. Professionals in the fields of finance, technology and operations were gathered here from well-known companies, such as Morgan Stanley, Bank of Barclays and Macquarie. Solid financial strength, advanced technologies and mature experience in financial market make Nautilus a leading provider of diversified and professional financial services. At present, Nautilus has offices in Hong Kong and Shenzhen and plans to further expand its business in coming years.

Our quants, analysts and developers work side by side every day to research and develop automated trading algorithms. Each individual brings their unique expertise to help us make optimal decisions in the markets.
Vision

Learning & Growth
Our quants, analysts and developers work side by side every day to research and develop automated trading algorithms.

Communication & Collaboration
We encourage our members to discuss and share ideas openly and recognize the best ideas regardless of hierarchy.

Technology
The company is built by developers, most team members are developers and the source code are our core competence.

Mathematic & Statistics
From trading signal to risk management, we leverage math and models all the time to enhance our trading strategies to get higher sharp and return.
What we do

*Nautilus* as a quantitative proprietary trading firm focuses a lot on technology and Mathematics. With advanced technology and young talents, we build our own trading frameworks and market making system, and develop quantitative and HFT trading strategies based on our in-house built systems.

Though we are still in development stage, we are eager to improve and grow. We are energetic and innovative. We are ready to expand in the coming years and bring the company to a greater success.
In Nautilus, technology and mathematics are the core value of the company.

Working as a team, we'll find the best technical solutions for a specific problem and enhance our trading models and strategies together.

Writing code is our day to day job, our codebase has Scala, C#, C++, Python, R, JS and Bash. We're always open to new technologies.
Our Culture

Collaboration and Communication

Our company has a flat structure.

We encourage our members to discuss and share ideas openly.

We recognize the best ideas regardless of hierarchy.
Our Culture

Togetherness and Fun

We travel, do sports and have fun together.
Benefits

We values our employees and offers good benefits package to all of them, including competitive salary with paid holidays, medical insurance, body check and dental allowance, allowance for advanced learning and joining cultural activities.

Besides, varied kinds of team-building activities are organized for employees, i.e. team meals, sports activities and company trip outside Hong Kong!
Open Position

• Quantitative Developer
• Quantitative Analyst
• HR
Contact us

• **Hong Kong Office**

  **Address:**
  Rm 2201A, 22/F, Tower 1, China HK City,
  33 Canton Road, Tsim Sha Tsui, KLN

  **Contact no.:**
  +852-39564377

  **Email:**
  info@nautiluscapital.net

• **Shenzhen Office**

  **Address:**
  Rm 27A, 27F, Tower E, The CR Land Building,
  Tonggu Road, Nanshan

  **Email:**
  info@nautiluscapital.net

• **Website**

  http://www.nautiluscapital.net/